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Abstract 
Precision surface mining is gaining traction in the phosphate, iron ore, copper, iodine, limestone, bauxite, coal and gypsum markets. 
Precision surface mining allows following an ore body in three dimensions to increase ore quality over that possible from drill and 
blast techniques by keeping the ore separate from the waste. In addition to eliminating the need for a primary crusher, precision 
surface mining allows for production of a uniform material with a tight particle size distribution. Top-down cutting allows variation 
in product size, with fewer fines being generated than that obtained in the same material using drill and blast techniques. In this 
study, we present case studies in Chile (iodine) and South Africa (coal) to illustrate these results. Vermeer is committed to 
developing the capabilities of our surface mining machines to make them more efficient and environmentally friendly. The second 
section of the paper is focused on a new dust containment capability not involved with using water. The remainder of the paper 
describes step-by-step developments of the Vermeer “road to autonomy.” While true autonomous operations are sometime in the 
future, there are several necessary steps along the way which must be operational. These include a remote control capability to 
allow mining next to walls, an operating system (SmartTEC) which teaches the operator how to more efficiently run the machine 
– along with presenting operational data for management purposes. In addition this section includes a description of automatic 
steering using GPS techniques – both in a straight line and turning.  
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1. Introduction 
There are several inherent advantages in precision surface mining that can be considered [1,2,3]. These include the 
elimination of the use of explosives and primary crushing, the ability to precisely extract the ore from the waste, or 
ores of varying chemistry, and mine thin seams and non-homogenous ore bodies cost effectively. Precision surface 
mining allows for production of a uniform material with a tight particle size distribution. Top-down cutting allows 
variation in product size, with fewer fines being generated that that obtained in the same material using drill and blast 
techniques. In addition, precision surface mining extends the useful life of a mine by extending mine boundaries, can 
expand production capacity in existing mines and is particularly cost effective in green-field start-up mines. In a 
previous paper [4], the Vermeer T1655 Terrain Leveler® surface excavation machine was introduced, along with 
initial improvements in surface miner control techniques. This paper first illustrates precision surface mining 
techniques through applications in iodine and coal. The second section presents development of the Vermeer dust 
containment system and bolted-in tool holders, and the final sections details some steps of the Vermeer “road to 
autonomy”. 
2. Precision surface mining applications 
2.1. Application in Iodine 
x Type of Deposit: The iodine caliche in this mine is only about 2-3 meters (6.6-9.2 ft.) thick. The ore hardness 
is on the order of 50 MPa (7250 psi), but is harder to cut than this would indicate. The mine is located in the 
Atacama Desert – said to be the driest place on earth. This mine initially used two other manufacturer’s 
surface miners - one with a mid-side drum, and one with a non-tilting head. But because of the ability to 
follow the ore body in three dimensions, superior mechanical availability, and support from Vermeer, they 
decided to replace the other machines with Terrain Levelers® – initially one chain-drive, and now an 
additional direct-drive. A photograph of the direct-drive Vermeer T1255 Terrain Leveler® operating in the 
iodine caliche mine is shown in Figure 1. As shown in the photograph, the cutting depth of the unit is being 









Figure 1. Direct-drive T1255 Terrain Leveler®I operating in iodine caliche 
x Production results: Production rate of the direct-drive Vermeer T1255 Terrain Leveler® was determined to 
be 747 tonnes per hour (823.4 tons per hour), calculated for over 659000 tonnes (725423 tons) and 883 
cutting hours. 
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2.2. Application in coal 
Figure 2 shows the direct-drive Vermeer T1255 Terrain Leveler® operating in a coal mine located in South 
Africa. 
x Type of deposit: The coal deposit in this mine is layered, with high-grade ore interspersed with lower-grade 
ore and waste (shale) throughout the deposit. The top part of this ore body has the waste and coal in thin 
seams, while the lower part is thick-seam coal with limestone layers interspersed.  
x Goals of demonstration: The goals of the demonstration were to minimize fines less than 6 mm (1/4 in) while 
maximizing the production rate. The objectives were to produce less fines than obtained through drill and 















Figure 2. Direct-drive T1255 Terrain Leveler® operating in coal 
x Results of demonstration: As can be determined from Figure 3, precision surface mining reduced the amount 
of fines by about 5%, increased the processing throughput by 26% and reduced slimes production by 3.5%. 
 
Figure 3. Results of direct-drive Vermeer T1255 Terrain Leveler®operating in coal 
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3. Machine Capabilities 






Figure 4. Dust containment system - before and after 
Minimizing the adverse environmental impact of mining activities is becoming increasingly important in the world 
today. One of the more challenging requirements is to preserve the quality of the air in mines/quarries. Vermeer has 
an ongoing program to provide its machines with the ability to capture the dust produced as a result of its activities. 
Working in conjunction with experts in the field, a dust containment system has been developed that uses a 
compressor, suction fans and self-purging filters to capture and clean the air. This system, while quite complex, has 
proven promising in the ability to provide a cleaner air environment. Figure 4 shows results using a dust control system 
at a limestone mine in Iowa, USA. 
3.2. Bolt-on tool holders 
Previously, the tool holders on Vermeer Terrain Levelers® were welded onto the cutting drum to insure integrity. 
These holders were outfitted with replaceable inserts to make it easy to replace when worn. In very hard, abrasive 
rock it often occurred that the holder would be worn down before it could be replaced – necessitating replacement of 
the entire holder. Because replacing a tool holder is time intensive, requiring the presence of a maintenance crew, a 
project was initiated to provide a bolt-on tool holder with the following objectives: 
• Increase machine availability by reducing G.E.T. holder replacement times.  
• Provide a robust, simple and ergonomic bolt-on design. 
• Minimize tool holder frontal area. To increase production and decrease fines. 
• Non QCT drums can be updated during rebuilds without a pattern change.  
• Minimize boilermaker time spent repairing worn tool holders. 
• Utilize general hands to change out the tool holder, freeing up Boilermakers. 
Figure 5 shows the design of a one-piece bolt-on tool holder, while the design of a bolt-on tool holder with a 
replaceable insert is shown in Figure 6. Both designs are undergoing extensive field trials, and will be installed on all 
new Vermeer T1655 Terrain Leveler® drums once the design has been field proven.  
 
 




                                              Figure 5. Bolt-on tool holder                          Figure 6. Bolt-on tool holder with replaceable insert 
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4. On the road to autonomy 
Vermeer has been developing autonomous capabilities for its Terrain Levelers® for some years (Figure 7).  The 
TEC Plus® microprocessor operating system [1] was introduced to automatically maximize the transit speed of the 
machines once the optimum cutting depth and drum rotation speed have been determined. Another function of the 
TEC Plus® microprocessor is to protect the integrity of the power train. Figure 8 shows the Tec Plus system operating 
screen. 
GPS control of the cutting drum is well established, and Vermeer Terrain Levelers® are already able to follow a 
mine plan in three dimensions [4}. This involves developing a three-dimensional mine plan of the pit area using a 
hand-held, truck-mounted GPS receiver. If the top of ore differs from the bottom of ore, then using Trimble Business 
Center, we can morph from one surface to the next in several flitches. A separate cutting plan design is generated for 
each of the flitches. Mine surveyors or mine planners decide upon the number of cuts necessary, depending primarily 
upon ore body depth and rock hardness.  
Vermeer has made the commitment to work toward true autonomous control in a step-by-step fashion. As each 
capability becomes developed, it is installed on the current machines offered – improving performance, making them 


































Figure 8. TEC Plus® operating screen 
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4.1. Full- function remote control. 
The new patent-pending full-function remote control is available on all TEC® plus electronic control system 
tractors. (See Figure 9) The new remote control allows remote operation of the machine and attachments on inclines, 
and next to high walls or abrupt drop-offs. The system allows the operator to be located within a vehicle, such as a 
pickup, and seated on a mat-style seat switch to operate the attachment functions in work mode – as shown in Figure   
10. 
4.2.  SmartTEC 
SmartTEC performance software assists operators with adjustments to machine controls that help maximize 
machine performance and monitor and record that machine performance for future analysis by the machine owner or 












Figure 11. SmartTEC performance software 
                        Figure 9. Full-function remote               Figure 10. Remote operated from pickup cab 
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x Attachment speed 
When Attachment Speed Control knob is adjusted, Attachment Gauge will display a pop-up gauge showing command 
range (1). If machine requires an adjustment to improve production, gauge will turn yellow and arrow (2) will indicate 
recommended adjustment to knob. 
x Load control 
When Load Control Knob is adjusted, Engine Gauge will display a pop-up gauge showing load range (3). If machine 
requires an adjustment to improve production, gauge will turn yellow and arrow (4) will indicate recommended 
adjustment to knob. 
• Ground drive control 
The Actual Propel indicator (5) is shown with a line. This indicates the propel command as a function of the Ground 
Drive lever and the Max Propel setting. Track Command (6) is indicated by the black bar and displays current track 
response. If machine requires an adjustment to improve production, the Ideal Propel indicator (7) will be indicated by 
a green bar left of the command gauge. Ground Drive Lever can then be adjusted to match the Actual Propel indicator 
with the Ideal Propel indicator level. When these levels are matched, the Actual Propel indicator line will turn from 
red to green. Propel Arrow (8) indicates direction of travel. 
x Management data 
SmartTEC saves operational data during the shift. As shown in Figure 12, the amount of time spent in work mode, 
moving from place to place (TRAM), the amount of time changing teeth and other parameters can be saved for hour 
increments specified by the manager and by operator. The system is designed to operate at 100% engine load. The 
amount of time spent in each category, and the number of times the operator failed to comply with SmartTEC 
indications are available both to the operator and the manager real time. This data can also be retrieved for office use 
via USB via the download screen shown in Figure 13. 
 
 
Figure 12. SmartTEC management screens 
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Figure 13. SmartTEC download screen 
4.3. GPS AutoSteer 
It is a logical progression to augment the GPS control of the cutting drum depth to include GPS control of the steering 
by controlling the tracks. This is accomplished by adding “cut lines” to the mine plan and developing the capability 
of the machine to identify and follow them. This capability includes following straight and curved lines, and 
automatically turning around in order to efficiently mine in both directions. Advantages of auto steer are: 
x Follows mine plan exactly 
x Minimizes overlap (reworking of already cut material) 
x Maximizes operational efficiency (frees up operator) 
x Increases productivity (minimizes steering corrections)  
 
Figure 14. GPS AutoSteer 
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Figure 14 shows a GPS mine plan developed with “cut lines”, and the GPS control module showing the Terrain 
Leveler® following them in automatic. GPS AutoSteer will be made available for all SmartTEC equipped machines 
this year. 
5. Conclusions  
x Precision surface mining is gaining in applications in mines throughout the world. Controlled demonstrations 
of capability have shown significant benefits over drill and blast techniques in fines generation, controlled 
product size and product quality. 
x Vermeer is well on the way toward providing machines for the precision surface mining market capable of 
reducing manpower requirements, automatically and effectively controlling machine movement on the mine 
site and making for a safer environment at reduced cost per ton. 
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